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QUICK LINE
pipes an d fittings for compressed air

The constant development of plants, the growth and the modifications of factories, the production 
technology progress, the strong push to automation are asking for pressured air plants correctly 
sized and easy modifiable.
The AIRCOM QUICK LINE was expressly designed and developed for the delivery and distribution 
of compressed air.
Materials and connection peculiarity allow the assembling of flexible plants; these can be integrated 
by all the Aircom components and work out all the problems and the needs of the more complex 
plants.
Perfect hydraulic seal, remarkable mechanical endurance and efficiency in the time are guaranteed, 
in spite off the easy and quick installation.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CORROSION
The special aluminium alloy of pipes, coated by hot electroctrostatic paint, the aluminium alloy and 
special coating of cast injected fittings, the  tecnoplymers of QL fittings and components, create a 
corrosion-free pipeline both in internal and external surface. This guarantee, at least, 50 year life of 
the product under normal working conditions. 

IMPACT RESISTANCE 
The materials guarantee excellent performance relating to mechanical resistance and internal 
pressure resistance. The pipeline can support violent impacts.

U.V. RAYS
U.V. rays do not affect aluminium. For this reason the QUICK LINE pipes can be layed indoor and 
outdoor.

FIRE RESISTANCE 
The aluminium alloy of the pipes allows an excellent fire resistance (flames cannot spread or 
progress)

AIR DELIVERY
Because of the low friction factor and the large inside pipe section, the AIRCOM QUICK LINE offers 
higher air delivery then others pipes at the corresponding inside diameter.

INSTALLATION
AIRCOM QUICK LINE allows the highest flexibility and integrability to any other kind of system and, 
off course, to all the others AIRCOM systems. The absolutely quick and easy installation allows to 
get "zero" waiting time before starting the plant.

DIMENSIONS AND STANDARD
All the items of AIRCOM QUICK LINE are in accordance to national and international standards as 
regards to pipes, fittings and valves under pressure.

COMPRESSORS OIL COMPATIBILITY
Normally the AIRCOM QUICK LINE components can work with a large range of lubricating oils for 
compressors. A detailed list is continually updated. 
Ask for the compatibility list to the AIRCOM technical assistance.

ALL THE AIRCOM ITEMS ARE GUARANTEED "SILICON FREE"
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2 Quick Line D 20x17 PN 13 Bar 188 PSI - 174 PSI for Canada 21/07

Production - batchMaximum working
Pressure - PSI

Supplier/line id. code

Inside dia. x Outside dia. (mm)

Product Line
Maximum working pressure - bar

MARKING OF ALUMINIUM QUICK LINE PIPE

Pipe marking is black ink painted

PRODUCT VISUAL IDENTIFICATION
The pipe color identifies the carried fluid
Aircom BLU Pipe: Compressed Air
Aircom Green Pipe: Other Industrial Fluids

Logo

Date Stamp Logo

Date Stamp

MARKING OF FITTINGS
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RAL

Compressed 
Air

Inert Gases

Vacuum

Water and Industrial fluids

APPLICATION FIELDS
1. COMPRESSED AIR

AIRCOM QUICK LINE system is mainly dedicated to COMPRESSED AIR distibution up to a maximum pressure of 13 bar.

The wide range of products allows do develop plants starting from compressor, through the treatment units, through the distribution ring, up 
to the peripherical connections.

A set of special components allows quick and effective solutions to settle all the specific installation problems related to commpressed air.

AIRCOM QUICK LINE sistem is perfectly integrable with all the others Aircom product range as CLASSIC Line.

2. OTHER USES

. Inert gases

. Vacuum

. Water (not alimentary) and industrial fluids

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Fire estinguishing

Water

Steam

Air
Combustible end/or Inflammable Mineral Oils
Gaseous or Liquified Gases (air excluded)

Acids

Dangerous Fluids

3000

6032

9006

-

8007

1024

2010

1021

Fluid Basic Color

Colors of the most common fluids

Pipelines Distiguishing Colors
The Standard UNI 5634-1997 settles the colors in order to identify the carried fluid.
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PLANT DESIGN
There are two way to design a main line: through a single way pipeline (the line start from the compressor following all the connections up to 
the farest one) or through a closed ring (the line start and go back to the compressor). The ring is usually the advisable solution because of 
a more equilibrate delivery and because it makes possible, with valves, to cut parts af the plant in order to set, modify, or enlarge the pipeline 
without complete stop of the air delivery in the firm.

The volume of the ring-line forms an air-storage, helping to keep the pressure value constant, especially during strong and sudden air 
requests.

To calculate the dimension of the main pipe ring, we must know all detailed data of each tool, machine, equipement etc. regarding the air 
comsumption, usually expressed in Normal liter per Minute (Nl/min), and the correct working pressure value (min and max). 

So, the rigth dimensioning of a main line, needs to consider several factors as following:

1. Air Flow Rate
The flow rate is estimated on the basis of the different users as well as on the operation frequency of all users ; the total average flow rate of 
all off takes will show the the maximum necessary quantity for the main pipeline. A certain precautionary increaseand an estimate of future 
increase is to be added to the above value.

This datum will allow us to size the compressor to be installed and consequently other necessary elements ( receiver, main filter, oil separator, 
drier etc.).

3. Working Pressure and Loss of Charge

The designe must fix the minimum needed pressure for each user and its position: far from compressor the available pressure will decrease 
because of many reasons:

- Air driers, filters

- Drop legs

- Restrictions (valvs etc.)

- Frictions from the flow speed

- Pipe section changes, direction changes, elbows, fittings and other accessories 

In order to get a rigth plant dimensioning, we must think of losses of charge due to fittings.This value change time by time according to the 
quantity and the shape of them.

2. Compressors - Indicative Air Delivery

The following table shows the air delivery values available for compressors with different powers. KW
1,5
3
4

5,5
7,5
11

12,5
15
18
22
29
37
45
55
74
92
110
132
170
200

CV
2
4
6

7,5
10
15
17
20
25
30
40
50
60
75

100
125
150
180
230
270

Nl/min
230
400
600
900

1200
1750
2000
2500
3000
3500
4500
4500
7000
8500

12000
15000
18000
21000
26000
31000
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PLANT LENGTH 
When we know the service pressure, the required flow and the length of the pipe from the compressor line to the most distant air user 
(considering the sum in meters of the equivalent lengths - see table 1), we will be able to calculate the correct dimensioning of the main pipe. 

If the instant flow rate is equal or inferior to the one produced by the compressor and the ring is shorter than the suggested for a given pipe 
diameter, the pressure loss will not exceed 5%.

We recommend to use larger pipelines for possible future expansions and to avoid an excessive speed of the compressed air inside the piping 
system.

QLAPL

0,8

1,2

1,5

QLGO45PA

1

1,2

1,3

1,6

  2

2,5

QLTRPA

1,8

2,4

  3

  4

QLRIDPA

0,5

0,6

0,7

16

20

25

32

40

50

63

80

QLMAPA

0,1

0,2

0,2

0,3

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,7

0,8

QLGO90PA

0,7

1,2

1,5

2

2,4

  3

3,5

4,8

  6

QLTEPA

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,3

0,4

0,4

0,5

0,7

0,8

QLMNPA

0,1

0,2

0,2

0,3

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,7

QLDERPA

The table below indicates the correspondence to pipe meters for every assembled fitting. The equivalent length obtained from all fittings will 
be added to the average length of the installed pipe.

Nm 3 / h

36
54
72

105
150
210
270
360
510
720

1080
1260
1860
2700

Nl / min
600
900

1200
1750
2500
3500
4500
6000
8500

12000
18000
21000
31000
45000

25
16
16
20
25
25
32
32
40
40
50
50
63
63
80

100
16
20
25
25
32
32
32
40
40
50
63
63
80
80

50
20
20
25
32
32
40
40
40
50
50
63
63
80
80

150
20
25
25
32
32
40
40
50
50
63
63
80
80

200
25
25
32
32
40
40
50
50
50
63
80
80
80

300
25
25
32
40
40
50
50
50
63
63
80
80

400
25
32
32
40
40
50
50
63
63
80
80
80

500
25
32
32
40
50
50
50
63
63
80
80

1000
32
40
40
50
50
63
63
63
80
80

CHOICE OF THE QLTUAL PIPE FOR THE MAIN RING
Values referred to a 8 Bar pressure and a maximum pressure drop of 5%
Distance between the compressor and the most distant user (in meters)

ACCORDING THE TABLE INDICATIONS THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE DROP WILL BE APPROX 5% 

110

1,3

  4,5

  5,5
  6,5

  1

1,5

  2
  2,5

1,8

2,4

  3

  4

4,5

5,5

6,5
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16 20 25 32 40 50 63                      80 mm                          110 mm
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FLOW RATE/PRESSURE DROP TABLE
We indicate hereunder the maximum suggested flow rate not to create high speed in the air flow which will determinate :
a. Increase of turbolence with relative pressure drop;
b. high and eventually unlegal noises;
c. condence spray in the pipeline.

PIPE FLOW RATE TABLES

Flow rate (lt/min)

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 20 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 20 PIPE (lt/min)

500 1000 1500 2000

Flow rate (lt/min)

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 25 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 25 PIPE (lt/min)

1500 2000 3000 4000

Flow rate (lt/min)
300 500 800 1300

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 16 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 16 PIPE (lt/min)
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PIPE FLOW RATE TABLES

Flow rate (lt/min)

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 60 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 60 PIPE (lt/min)

Flow rate (lt/min)

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 50 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 50 PIPE (lt/min)

Flow rate (lt/min)

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 40 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 40 PIPE (lt/min)

Flow rate (lt/min)

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 32 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 32 PIPE (lt/min)

3500 5000 7000 8500

6000 8000 11000 15000

10000 15000 20000 30000

20000 30000 45000 60000
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A

0,18 bar : 30 mt = p : Leq 
p = 0,18 bar x 59,7 mt = 0,38 bar

 30 mt 
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PIPE FLOW RATE TABLES

Ring dimensioning example and pressure drop calculation in a Quick Line worknet. 

The most distant point, in the pipeline 
lay-out, from the compressor will be:

90/2 meters = 45 meters (point “A”)

If we compare this value with the flow 
rate indicated in Table 5b (page xx) we 
shall obtain the pipe size we have to 
install (in this case 40 mm).

To know the pressure loss at point “A” we have to calculate the equivalent length (Leq.):

IIf in table C we cross the flow rate of 6000 Nl/min with the curve at 8 bar we get a pressure loss 
( p) of 0,18 bar.

The value obtained for a 30 mt pipeline is around 0,15 bar; as our datum is 95 t, the pressure loss 
will be : p =( 95 x 0,15) /30 = 0,475 bar

The pressure loss is lower than 5%.

In this calculation we did not consider pressure drops due to the possible presence of treatment 
groups : air drier, filters, etc. 
These values may be found on the instructions manual of the machine or may be requested to the 
machine supplier.

PRESSURE DROP QLTUAL 80 PIPE (lt/min)MAX FLOW RATE QLTUAL 80 PIPE (lt/min)

 = 8 bar
 = 6000 Nl/min

Length = 45 meter

Leq = 45 mt + ( 0,3 x 6) + ( 3,6 x 4) + (   2,4x1) + (  1,2x1) = 64,8 mt

Flow rate (lt/min)
40000 60000 85000 110000
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MATERIALS AND REFERENCE STANDARDS
Quick Line System
Pipe

Ring nuts up to dia. 50
Ring nuts larger than dia.50
Bodies up to dia. 50
Bodies larger than dia.50
Push ring
Split ring
Gaskets
Aluminium bodies and joints
Brass bodies and joints
Threaded inserts
Applique bodies
Quick branch bodies
Brackets
M8 screw-bolts
Spacers
Bracket systems

Material
Aluminium extrusion Alloy EN AW T6 UNI-EN 
755-2 with inside and outside titanium-based, 
chrome-free and RoHS-complying  treating and 
electrocoated outside surface
Polyamide 6 Dia.16÷50
Aluminium Alloy EN-AB 46100
Polyamide 6
Aluminium Alloy EN-AB 46100
Poliammyde 6
Stainless steel X10CrNi18-8
NBR 70 (Viton® on request)
Aluminium Alloy EN-AW 2011
Brass Alloy CW 617N 
Polyamide 6
Polyamide 6
Polyamide 6
Polypropylene
Galvanized steel
Polypropylene
Galvanized steel

Reference Standards
UNI-EN 755-2

ISO 1043
UNI-EN 1676
ISO 1043
UNI-EN 1676
ISO 1043
UNI-EN 10088
ISO 1043
UNI-EN 755-2
UNI-EN 12165
ISO 1043
ISO 1043
ISO 1043
ISO 1043
UNI-EN-ISO 4032
ISO 1043
-

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Si
0,30 ÷ 0,60

Fe
0,10 ÷ 0,30

Cu
0,10 max

Mn
0,10 max

Mg
0,35 ÷ 0,60

Cr
0,05 max

Zn
0,15 max

Others
0,15 max

Al
Rest

Characteristic
Treatment
Density
Elastic Modulus
Thermal Expansion
Thermal Conductivity
Specific Warmth
Fusion Temperature
Tensile Strength Rm
Yield Strength Rp
Elongation A %
Elongation A (50mm) %

Value
T6

2,7 Kg/dm³
69 KN/mm²
23 µ/m/°C

200 W/(m·K) 
880 ÷ 900 J/(Kg·K)

600 ÷ 660 °C
190 N/mm²
150 N/mm²

8
6

Note
-
-
-

between 20°C and 100°C
at 20°C

between 0°C and 100°C
 

Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum

PHISICAL AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

QUICK LINE  ALUMINIUM PIPE - ALUMINIUM ALLOY EN AW 6060 
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CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY 

CHEMICAL AGENTS 
MATERIALS

AccessoriesALUMINIUM 
fittings

PVC
pipe

ALUMINIUM
pipe

QL PA6
fittings

Compatibility between chemical agents and materials 
Compatibility with Aircom products

A = Optimum; B = Good; C = Modest; D = Poor;
OK Compatible NON Compatibile

VITON O- Ring* 
Unavailable datum

Aircom systems guarantee a very high resistance against corrosion in standard working areas. In the following table you will find chemical 
compatibilities of our products with some organic compound, solvents, gases, acids, salts, bases.

present in 
Aircom systems 

COMPATIBILITY WITH AIRCOM MATERIALS 

N:B: If you need further information on compatibilities, please contant AIRCOM technical office.
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ACETALDEHYDE B D A A A D OK* OK OK* OK
ACETIC ACID 20% B B B A D B OK OK OK
ACETONE A D D A A D OK
ACETYLENE A B A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
AMMONIUM B A D A A B OK OK OK OK OK
BENZENE B D A B B C OK* OK OK* OK
BORIC ACID C A A A B A OK
BURNT LIME A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
BUTANOL A B A A D A OK OK
BUTTER A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
CARBON DIOXIDE A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
CARBON MONOXIDE A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
CAUSTIC SODA C B A A B A OK OK OK
CHLOROFORM B D A A A A OK* OK OK OK* OK
CITRIC ACID C A A A A A OK OK OK OK
CLHORIC ACID (20%) D D D D D A OK
DIESEL GAS B A A B A - OK OK OK
ETHANOL A A A B B A OK OK OK OK OK
ETHYLENE GLYCOL A A A B A A OK OK OK OK OK
FAT ACIDS A B A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
FORMALDEHYDE 40% B B A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
FUEL OIL A A A A A - OK OK OK OK
GLUCOSE A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
GLYCERINE A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
HEPTAN A A A A A - OK OK OK OK
HYDROGEN (GAS) A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
METHYL ALCOHOL B A C A B A OK* OK OK OK* OK
MILK A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
MINERAL OIL A A A A A - OK OK OK OK
MOTOR OIL A A A A A - OK OK OK OK
NATURAL GAS (METHANE) A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
NITRIC ACID ( 20%) C D A B D A OK
NITROBENZENE B D B B B - OK
OLEIC ACID A B B A B A OK OK OK OK OK
OXALIC ACID A C A A B A OK* OK OK OK* OK
PETROL B A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
PHENOL A D A B D D OK
POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE B C A B D A OK
PROPYLENE GLYCOL B A A B A A OK OK OK OK OK
SILICONE A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
SUGAR A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
SULPHURIC ACID C D B D D A OK
TANNIC ACID C A A A C A OK
TARTARIC ACID B A A B B A OK OK OK OK OK
TOLUENE A D C B B D OK
UREA B B A B A A OK OK OK OK OK
VASELINE A A A A A A OK OK OK OK OK
VINEGAR D B A A A A OK OK OK OK
XYLENE A D B B B A OK* OK OK OK* OK
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RATIO BETWEEN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE WITH ALUMINUM "QUICK" PIPE AND 
PA QUICK LINE FITTINGS

The indication Pn 13 means that AIRCOM Quick Line products may be used up to a maximum 
pressure of 13 bar.
If the temperature rises the nominal service pressure lowers according the curves showed in the 
following graphs:

RATIO BETWEEN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE

RATIO BETWEEN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE WITH "CLASSIC" PIPE
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PN

16
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12

10

8

6

4

2

0

Temperature (°C)
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
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PN

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0

Temperature (°C)
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

RATIO BETWEEN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE WITH ALUMINUM "QUICK" PIPE AND 
ALUMINIUM QUICK LINE FITTINGS

N.B.: (in graphs pressures are espressed in 
bars and temperatures in °C)
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All materials change their dimensions according to temperature variations; usually plastic materials are liable to higher variations than metals.
Considering the installation temperature as a reference:
- they expand when temperature rises,
- they contract when temperature decrease.
The main general consequences of expansions and contractions are:

LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION/CONTRACTION

CONTRACTION EFFECTS

Pipelines traction of a segment included between two fixed points. 
Traction of thebrackets, machines connections and /or other equipments 
which form fixed ponts with risk of stressing and breaking them.
In order to avoid that compression/traction effects may cause heavy 
damages to the plant (in addition to aesthetic defects), it is necessary to 
observe the following rules to allow free sliding of pipes and to compensate 
pipe’s expansion/contraction:
 - support and bracket the pipeline in order to allow pipeline free sliding 

between two fixed points;
- insert a compensator between two fixed points if they are positioned at a 

distance which may cause sensible contractions/expansions.

EXPANSION EFFECTS
Buckling of a pipeline segment included between two fixed points . 
Compression of brackets, machines connections and/or other equipments 
which form fixed ponts with risk of stressing and breaking them.

NEUTRAL CONDITION

The measure of these variations is given by the linear expansion coefficient d

for AIRCOM QUICK LINE with aluminum pipe this coefficient is 0,023 mm/m/°C
    that means 0,023 mm. per meter per °C degree

15

The are no visible bucklings due to expansion/contraction.
This condition mostly occurs during the installation, provided that the room 
temperature is not subject to excessive variations. 
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The design and execution of a plant must consider this phenomenon which is calculated through the 
following formula:

L = d x L x T
where:  d = linear expansion coefficient
   L = pipeline length
 T = temperature difference in °C degrees
 L = length difference (expansion or contraction)

Example: installation temperature 10°C; pipeline length 20 m; service temperature 35°C 
 T = 35 - 10 = 25°C
 L= 0,023 x20 x 25 = 11,5 mm

Steel 
Copper 
Aluminum (Alloys)
uPVC CLASSIC - FREEZE 
ABS
PVDF
PP
 PE

12,8 x 10    m/m °C
16,5 x 10    m/m °C
 23 x 10     m/m °C
 75 x 10     m/m °C
 101 x 10    m/m °C
 120 x 10    m/m °C
 150 x 10    m/m °C
 200 x 10    m/m °C

- 6

- 6

- 6

- 6

- 6

- 6

- 6

- 6

16

L (m)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

T=10°C
L (mm)
6,9
9,2
11,5
13,8
16,1
18,4
20,7
23

T=15°C
L (mm)
10,35
13,8
17,25
20,7
24,15
27,6
31,05
34,5

T=20°C
L (mm)
13,8
18,4
23

27,6
32,2
36,8
41,4
46

T=25°C
L (mm)
17,25

23
28,75
34,5
40,25

46
51,75
57,5

T=35°C
L (mm)
34,15
32,2

40,25
48,3

56,35
64,4

72,45
80,5

T=30°C
L (mm)
20,7
27,6
34,5
41,4
48,3
55,2
62,1
69

T=40°C
L (mm)
27,6
36,8
46

55,2
64,4
73,6
82,8
92

Please find hereunder the comparison between the linear thermal expansion/contractions coefficients 
for some materials of frequent use:

QLTUAL (Aircom Aluminium PIpe) CONTRACTION/EXPANSION “ L”
relating to pipeline length “L” and to temperature difference“ T” 
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Among the most efficient compensation methods we suggest you the "LIRA" (lyre) (or OMEGA) or "DIRECTION CHANGE".
Lira and Direction Change are obtained with elbows and pipes; as they are perfectly homogeneous with the plant, of easy installation and 
economic, we think they represent the best remedy to expansions/contractions if the are no obstacles to their use.

DIRECTION CHANGE
L: piepeline length at the installation 
L1: length with minimum temperature 
L2: length with maximum temperature 

L: length difference due to T
B: length of the arms of the Lira or of the direction change

L
L1

L2

L

B

EXPANSION/CONTRACTION COMPENSATION

Diameter 
(mm)

20
25
32
40
50
63

Hose length 
(m)
0,79
0,80
0,96
1,20
1,40
1,60

LIRA

17

L

sliding bracketing

fixed bracketing
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Diameter

mm
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

Special attention has to be paid in choosing pipe brackets.
They have to meet some requirements: 
1. they have to anchor the pipeline to the holding structure steadily;
2. they must not, in any way ,scratch or damage the pipe; 
3. they must leave sufficient space between the pipeline and the wall or other obstacles to allow 

confortable maintenance or other operations ; 
4. the must hold the pipeline perfectly straight and support the pipeline itself and all sliding 

accessories weight. 
Great attention has to be paid in bracketing of heavy accessories and valves; their anchoring has to 
be independent from the pipe one as they are subject to operation stresses and must allow 
assembly and disassembly. 
Bracketing and fixing of pipelines ends (caps, appliques, descents) have to be executed accurately 
to prevent damages in case of explosion. 
BRACKETS SPACING
Brackets spacing follows standard tables executed according to pipe diameter and temperature and 
weight of the transported fluid.

2 Quick Line D 20x17 PN 13 Bar 188 PSI - 174 PSI for Canada 21/07

D max

BRACKETING METHOD

18

Spacing expressed in meters with reference to maximum temperature 

Brackets are positioned avoiding any contact with fittings or other accessories liable to block the 
sliding of the pipe.
In case of horizontal or vertical pipeline installation at a height from 0 up to 250 cm from the ground 
it’s advisable to double the bracket quantity so to fix better the pipeline to the structure.

T< 20°C
2

2,5
3

3,5
4
4
4

T 30°C
2
2

2,5
3

3,5
3,5
3,5

T 40°C
1,5
1,5
2

2,5
3
3
3

Spacing in meters (m) related to the maximum temperature 
difference “ T” 
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10 YEARS AIRCOM WARANTY 
Following the high quality performances of AIRCOM products, we offer our customers a 10 years’ 
warranty against possible damages due to faulty materials of aluminium pipes or AIRCOM fittings.

Guarantee terms and conditions
Use original parts and spare parts only. 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
AIRCOM system has been designed to carry fluids under pressure.
The installer has to follow safe working procedures and to observe all 
requirements and local standards concerning working safety.
Installation, operation, maintenance and repairs have to be done by 
authorized, qualified and specialized personnel following what stated 
by standards and laws.

Before carrying out any maintenance, repair, adjustment or non-routine control operation, 
depressurize the system and isolate it accurately from any pressure source.
Do not use any component in a different manner from what stated by the producer.
AIRCOM pipes and fittings are not suitable for buried or embedded plants.
Do not use AIRCOM system as a support for electrical equipments or as a conductor in grounding 
third machineries or equipments.
Use correct tools only.
Use original spare parts only.
Plastics fittings are sensitive to UV: in case provide an adeguate protection. The aluminium pipes 
offer a full UV resistance.
Never bend or weld the pipes.
Aircom pipelines must be protected from hard impacts.
Before connecting , pipes must be free the of end protection caps.
Avoid solvents or chemical agents that should damage the pipeline components.
Check AIRCOM pipes surface before the installation (they have to show no scratches, abrasions or 
dents).
Never connect AIRCOM pipes to a vibrations source; if necessary, use hoses.
Before operating a system the technician has to verify its complying with all tests, controls and 
standards which apply to compressed air plants.
At the initial starting, submit the system to a test pressure of 1,5 bar to check possible leakages or 
defective joints. After the inspection, increase the pressure gradually and constantly (max. 1 bar 
every 30 seconds).
The pipeline has to be grounded. Where polymer fittings are used it is necessary to connect pipe 
bars with a copper plait of suitable section using a couple of collar terminals for each pipe bar.
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All AIRCOM Quick Line System items are produced observing the European standards ; they are 
tested and controlled during the whole production phases and at end of them.

All products are guaranteed if used as indicated and only within the limits foreseen by the present 
technical catalogue and they fulfil the RES (Safety Essential Requirements) according to what 
stated by the directive 97/23/CE PED.

During the installation and at its end it's advisable anyway to make specific checks and a final test.

1. Inspection

PLANT TEST
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3. Analisys of the pressure loss (pnumatic test)
After twenty minutes form the first setting in pressure it’s advisable to restore the test pressure in the 
plant in order to balance any adjustment, 6% approx., and the air cooling, 5% approx.
The test can be considered passed if no leakages showed after two hours, excluding any variation 
due to thermal exchanges. 
It’s advisable to carry out the pneumatic tests keeping in mind the following points:

a. The test fluid can’t be any flammable or toxic gas. 
b. Before reaching the foreseen test pressure, make a preliminary test up to 1,5 bar so to 

check any losses and/or incomplete or imperfect connections in advance. 
c. After all checkings and adjustments, keep the pressure at 1,5 bar waiting 5 minutes at 

least before the following raise.
We suggest always to raise the pressure gradually and constantly (1 bar every 4-6 seconds ) up to 
the reaching of the foreseen pressure.

After the assembling it's advisable to check the presence of anomalies, 
shocks, cuts and abrasions, to inspect that the bracketing and the execution 
of the plant are in accordance with the project. In case of anomalies it is 
necessary to replace immediately defective parts or parts different from the 
design.
Check that all supporting brackets are installed correctly. Check that a 
discharge valve has been installed and that it is working. Close all discharge 
points. Check the maximum service pressure of any component (valves, 
reducers, filters, balancers, etc.)

2. Pressurisation of the system
It’s absolutely necessary that the whole 
working area is clear before pressurization of 
the plant.
The hydraulic pressure test (with water) can 
be carried at 20 bar; in one hour the pressure 
loss can achieve 6% max. due to adjustment 
no leakages should appear and the test can 
be considered positively settled after two 
hours.

The “pneumatic” test is to be carried out with air at a pressure level between of 1,2 and 1,5 times 
max. service pressure, foreseen or according to design. Any components with test pressure lower 
than the stated one (valves, reducers, filters, balancers, etc.) are to be cut off by means of suitable 
segmentings. They will also reduce the reduction of the test pressure.
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2. Products covered by this Directive 
The Directive concerns pressure equipments including vessels, pipelines, safety accessories and 
pressure accessories where they form a complete plant or are assembled individually.

Pipes and fittings : single components such as pipes and fittings are not covered by this Directive. 
According to the service conditions the Directive relates complete pipeline networks only formed by 
assembled pipes and fittings. 

Valves : valves are covered by this Directive and they have to carry the EC marking if their nominal 
diameter is larger than 25 mm. and if their service conditions are those indicated in the Directive 
itself.

3. AIRCOM products procedure
Pipes and fittings : the responsibility for the EC marking of a pipeline network is of the installing firm. 
Anyway, AIRCOM thinks that some information required by the Directive has to be given to the 
installing firm in order to allow a correct EC marking of the network.

DIRECTIVE 97/23/EC CONCERNING PRESSURE EQUIPMENT AND EC 
MARKING FOR AIRCOM PIPELINE NETWORKS
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1. Directive 97/23/EC concerning 
pressure equipment
It's an European Parliament and 
Council Directive concerning 
pressure equipment acting as a law 
and is in force from May 29th, 2002.

This Directive has to harmonize 
provisions concerning the 
manufacture and finishing of 
pressure equipments inside EC and 
to reduce any obstacle to their 
trading.

Starting from the above said date, all 
products covered by the Directive 
have to use the EC marking; this 
means that also all products with EC 
marking meet the Directive 
requirements related to Design, 
manufacture and conformity 
evaluation.

As far as pressure equipment (components assemblies) is concerned the Directive is based on 
pressure (PS), on volume (V) or on nominal size (DN) and on the group of fluids which it covers.

Fluids are divided in two Groups: Group I = dangerous means and Group II = all other means 
including compressed air. 

The maximum allowable pressure (PS), its determining volume (V) and nominal size (DN) and the 
group of fluids which it is destined to are essential for the classification of pressure equipment in the 
conformity evaluation procedure (I-IV).

According to the pressure equipment category the model types go from A Module (autocertiification 
through the installing firm) up to H1 Module (full quality assurance with design control and specific 
test control)
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AIRCOM products are subject to the Directive (Article 3, paragraph 1.3°. Fluids Group 2) starting from the moment when the pipeline

network is completed and tested on site.

According to Annex II (Diagram 7) of the Directive on completion of the installation an AIRCOM pipeline network has to carry the 

EC marking if the following conditions are fulfilled

  DN x PS > 1000 whereas

  Means = compressed air

  DN = nominal size

  PS = maximum allowable pressure (for AIRCOM usually 13 bar).

In these conditions only the pipeline network is included in Class 1, has to carry the EC marking and a Type A Conformity Certificate is to be 
issued.

Exclusion area
Application Area Aircom 
Products

Application area art. 3, par. 3 Note: Table border lines show the upper limit for each category.

10.000
PS ( bar )

1.000

100

10

1

0,1

Article 3, paragraph 3

I II III

PS = 0,5

DN
0,1 1 10 100 1.000 10.000 100.000
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The information showed on AIRCOM Technical Sheets allow the installer to guarantee the EC marking when the pipeline network is ended 
and according to its application .

3.1 Valves ( for instance ball valves)

All AIRCOM valves with a DN higher than 25 have EC marking (i.e. in the series of AIRCOM ball valves all equipmwnts starting from 40). The 
marking is affixed both to the ball and to the packing.

According to the self certication allowed by the Directive this EC marking applies to Class I products including valves.

When the product is modified or accessories are assembled to it the manufacturer is no longer responsible both from the technical point of 
view and from the EC marking. In this case according to the Directive the responsibility is of the person who modified the product (for example 
the assembling of flanges or actuators, etc.)
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AIRCOM ensure that all their products (all AIRCOM network components) are 
manufactured and tested following the quality assurance procedures certified 
according to ISO 9001 and that all specifications required in the Directive for 
compressed air applications are included in the "AIRCOM SYSTEM" technical 
documentation. Essentially this is related to :
- the products general description 
- the products technical description
- the applied standards to guarantee the Directive main fulfilments 

concerning pressure equipments (pressure resistance, soundness and 
resistance)

- test results in accordance with the standards.
At condition that the installation is carried out properly in conformity with the 
Directive and that the assembling is executed following the recommendations of 
the AIRCOM technical catalogue, AIRCOM PIPELINE NETWORKS meet the 
Directive requirements on pressure equipments. Therefore the EC marking is 
affixed on pipelines once all controls required by the Directive have been 
accomplished.

 Diameter DN PS PS x DN Marking
110 100 13,0 1300 CE
110 100 10,0 1000 No
90 80 13,0 1060 CE
90 80 10,0 800 No
75 65 13,0 845 No
63 50 13,0 650 No
50 40 13,0 520 No
40 32 13,0 416 No
32 25 13,0 325 No

3.3 Application examples
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4. Products in stock
Pressure equipments Directive concerns the products from the moment they are put on the market only.

All products without EC marking which already were on customers' hands or in distribution warehouses before May 29th may be sold and 
used without any restriction.

5. Legal Reference
The information contained in this document is supplied in good faith. It is based on the Directive concerning pressure equipment, on other 
pertaining Directives and on current interpretation which is shared by the qualified Control Institute and by the Trade Association which we 
are member of. The official reference document is the Directive 97/23/EC itself.

As per the above table AIRCOM pipeline networks have to carry the EC marking only 
if the network is totally of partially formed by DN 100 pipes and fittings (external 
diameter 110 mm) and if the maximum allowable pressure in the network is higher than 
10 bar.

In all other cases (DN<80 or PS<10) the EC marking on AIRCOM pipelines network is 
not necessary. The conformity to a good engineering practise is required only.
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ENERGY SAVING AND EFFICIENTY IN INDUSTRY

energy costs, which represent a consistent amount of the company costs, while on the other side 
recent legislation on environmental protection impose limits) in emissions from power plants(and the 
trend is towards an increase of these limitations.

In this context, those company found themselves between the requirement of production, increase 
and the reduction of energy costs incompliance with the environment protection requirements.

Aircom has recently launched a project intended to achieve appreciable energy savings achievable 
through the proper sizing and a targeted use of materials in installations for the transport and 
distribution of compressed air, both of new construction or existing,thorugh a detailed analysis of 
production cycle and energy use.

Aircom makes available to designers, users and maintainers, design / monitoring / control tools 
aimed to determine, in a quick and unambiguous manner, the real value of energy needs, in relation 
to the real amount of compressed air actually needed by users (mc / h) in relation with components 
changes or, on the same basis, the verify of existing plant performances. 

Based on the results of research it's also possible the realization of improved geometric shapes, the 
use of different materials, both for individual components, and for the whole construction. These 
actions could reduce significantly the costs of energy. 

The margins of energy saving appear, even in a first approximation, so broad as to be not only 
marginally beneficial, but so consistent to grant, in a few years, investments pay-back.

In recent decades “energy 
management” has taken on an 
increasing importance in industry.

This expression refers to a variety 
of mechanisms and economic, 
managerial, strategic, bureaucratic 
assessments that are nowadays 
required in any kind of industry 
using energy.

On one hand, fossil fuel prices are 
rising significantly, pushing up 
electric

assembly and brackets installation labour

energy cost

initial pipelines investment

AIRCOM PIPES GALVANIZED PIPES
GLOBAL COSTS SAVINGS -  30%
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20
70

10
20

10
42

GLOBAL COSTS SAVINGS
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Compressed air plants are present in many different industrial sectors (whole industry, handcrafts, 
agriculture, etc..) where the fluid is used as a driving force to operate equipments, machinery, tools 
and accessories. 

The optimum distribution of pneumatic energy should reach following targets:

maintain pressure (minimum pressure drops due to narrowing in the pipe)

reduction / elimination of leakages 

grant the best air quality (lack of rust, dust, water, oil, etc...).

A IR C OM 
pipe

Galvanized pipe

ENERGY SAVINGS ANALYSIS IN COMPRESSED AIR DISTRIBUTION

The factors that affect the overall performance of the system (from beginning to final use) belong 
basically to 2 categories: pressure drops and loss of air (concentrated and distributed) on which our 
attention should be focused. 

Pressure drops are mainly due to wrong layout and sizing of the distribution network and of 
accessories, compared to the changes in demand and production of pneumatic energy. 

Differentiated levels of pressure and air treatment play both a significant role in the delivery of a 
certain volume of air. 

The losses due to leakage should be identified and surveyed. 

The analysis of the amount of pneumatic energy produced,and necessary for correct functioning of 
factory utilities, and measurement of pressure changes in the network will give us the opportunity to 
check its size, knowing wasteful and justify interventions programs. 

80% of existing distribution networks of compressed air cause wastage of up to 50% of the used 
energy. 

Actual use 50 %

Waste 8 %

Leaks 19 %

Drops 23 %

50 %

8 %

19 %

23 %

DIVISION COSTS OF COMPRESSED AIR PRODUCED IN A TRADITIONAL PLANT

A IR C OM 
pipe

Galvanized pipe
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